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Introduction
Chi-square automatic interaction detection (CHAID) is a particular case of the Automatic Interaction Detection algorithms. It is a statistically valid response modelling where both, the dependent variable and the predictors are categorical [8] . It has been applied in Direct Marketing [10] , in studies of Mobility and Housing choice [4] , in Shopping Centre Market Research [2] , in Political Marketing [6] [9] , in medicine [11] , in education [12] , among many others, and still receives a considerable attention in the literature. CHAID uses a sequential "forward selection" procedure for splitting (segmenting) the original set of individuals into subgroups to maximize the differences between sub-groups on their response profiles. A decision tree presents the results of the splitting process. The algorithm has three main steps:
1. For each predictor, merging the categories with similar response patterns. The type of predictor determines the admissible groupings: for a nominal variable (free predictor) any combination is possible, for an ordinal variable (monotonic predictor), only adjacent categories can be merged. A "floating predictor" in which all the categories except one are ordinal, can also be used.
2. Searching for the best predictor based on the chi-square significance tests for the cross-tabulations of the response and each predictor.
3. Splitting the original sample using the categories of the predictor with the lowest p-values.
The CHAID algorithm is based on marginal independence contrasts. It is well known that in presence of interaction between two variables, the effect of each predictor can be confounded in the marginal tables and that when data from several groups are combined to form a single group, a reversal of the direction of association may occur.
That is known as the "Simpson's Paradox" [14] .Ávila [1] showed that the algorithm could not detect interaction just because it is present.
Let us illustrate that with a fictitious example: Suppose that we have one dependent variable "Expectancy of finding a job" and three explicative variables: "Sex", "Race" and "Social Status"; all of them with two categories. Suppose that the theoretical structure is represented on the tree in Figure 1 . Observe that 50% of the Males and 50% of the Females have positive expectations of finding a job.The same percentages apply for individuals with High and Low Status and also for any combination of Sex and Status, for example, "High Status Males" and "High Status Females" have both a 50% chance of having positive expectancy. If we consider Race the chances are quite different, "High Status White Males" have a 90% chance of positive expectancy while "High Status White Females" have only 10% chance. For "High Status Black Males and Females" all the percentages reverse and reverse again when "Low Status" individuals are considered. The terminal nodes of the tree are independent from the ordering of the variables. See figure 2 for a different ordering. Now we see that "Blacks" and "Whites" have the same chance of positive expectancy, moreover, the chance for the combination of the categories of any two variables is always 50%; thus the only tree that describes correctly the data is the one containing all the variables.
If we have, for example, 100 individuals for each combination of categories of the explicative variables and we add some sampling variation to the theoretical structure we would have observed frequencies as in Table 1 . A simple inspection of the data table shows that the "Expectancy of finding a job" depends on the three explicative variables and that there is a three-way interaction since the percentages of response for each of the values of the different variables are inverted. The results of the independence contrasts for the cross-tabulations of "expectancy of finding a job" and each explicative variable are shown in Table 2 With these results, there is no association between the "Expectancy of finding a job" and the rest of variables. It is not possible to make a segmentation of the population. All the groups have similar response patterns. If we apply the CHAID algorithm to this case, none of the response variables will permit splitting of the population, but we do have an interaction. The conclusion of the statistical analysis is in clear contradiction with the visual scrutiny of the multi-way data table and the tree. For example, in the group of individuals with a high social status, male and white, 88% have the expectancy of finding a job as compared with the 10% in the group of individuals with high social status but male and black.
It is clear that CHAID does not detect any interaction even though it exists. A paradox can be seen in that a method of automatic interaction detection is unable to detect the interaction precisely because it is present and interferes with the procedures of analysis.
What it is wrong about the CHAID procedure for this table is that is based on marginal independence. Conditional independence is needed to study this example: for any combination of the categories of two independent variables, the response depends on the third. It seems then reasonable to base the conclusions of any procedure or algorithm on conditional rather than marginal independence. This paper proposes an alternative backwards algorithm for automatic interaction detection based on conditional rather than marginal independence. We use entropy [13] to test the conditional independence.
Section 2 presents some notation used in the rest of the paper, section 3 some results about collapsibility and conditional independence that justify the algorithm, section 4 the marginal and conditional contrasts based on entropy, section 5 presents a forward algorithm equivalent to the classical CHAID method, but based on entropy, and section 6 the proposed backwards algorithm. The forward algorithm makes up the segmentation tree contrasting reduction in the entropy. The backwards algorithm starts with the full tree (with all the variables interactively coded), and contrasts conditional independence (based on "entropy") in order to search for the predictors not providing a significant increment in the entropy. These variables are eliminated globally or in partial branches of the tree.
Notation
Let us start with some notation. Suppose that we have now a set Γ = {i, j, k, . . .} of several variables in which i is the response and denote with V = {j, k, l, . . .} the set of predictors. We will denote with V \{j} the set of all predictors except j. Let us suppose that we have observed frequencies for the multi-way table given by f ijkl... Observe that the points indicate "collapse" or "sum" over the categories of that variable to obtain the corresponding marginal tables.
In the same way we can define probabilities, for example p ijkl..
are the marginal probabilities for the two-way table with i and j, p i/jkl... = P (i = i/j = j, k = k, l = l, . . . ) are the conditional probabilities of the category i of i given particular values of the rest of the variables, p i/j••···• = P (i = i|j = j) are the conditional probabilities of the category i of i given the category j of j in the two-way table collapsed on the rest of the predictors, and so on. The estimation of the probabilities is made in the usual way, for example,
Some results about collapsibility and conditional independence
In the analysis of a multi-way The condition to use the marginal tables to test for the association between variables is that the table should be collapsible over the variables that we have summed. There are many definitions of collapsibility in different contexts, but in this paper we refer to collapsibility in the sense that the relationship between the response and a set of predictors can be studied in the marginal tables collapsing (or summing) over the rest. This collapsibility can be characterized in terms of odds ratios as follows: A multi-way table is said to be collapsible over a set of factors if the marginal odds ratios are identical to the odds ratios in the complete table. For example, suppose that in the table Γ = {i, j, k, l . . . } we want to study the relation between the response i and a predictor j collapsing over the rest, the table is collapsible over V \{j} if P ijklm... P i j klm...
The condition can be characterized in terms of conditional independence: If the response i is conditionally independent of V \{j} given j(i V \{j}/j), then it is possible to collapse over V \{j} to study the relation between i and j (see for example, [3] , [1] ). The same result holds for any partition into two subsets of the set of predictors V . Observe that this is the condition for the first step of CHAID to be applicable, for all j ∈ V the response has to be conditionally independent of V \{j} given j; this condition is very difficult to satisfy in practice.
Moreover, once the first split has been done, for example using predictor j, the condition has to be fulfilled for every branch of the tree Γ j=j = {i, j = j, k, l, m, . . .}, j = 1, . . . , J.
Tests for marginal and conditional independence based on entropy
In information theory, entropy [13] is a measure of the uncertainty associated to a random variable in the sense that quantifies the amount of information contained in it. The unconditional entropy of the response is defined as
and can be estimated using the observed marginal probabilitieŝ
. This is the target amount of information or uncertainty that has to be explained by the predictor j.
Let p i/j••···• = P (i = i/j = j) the conditional probability of the category i of i given the category j of j. The conditional entropy of the response i given the predictor j = j , is defined as
on average for all the categories of j
and can be estimated bŷ
. The difference between the unconditional and conditional entropies,
is the amount of information explained by the variable j, and can be estimated asÎ (i/j) =Ĥ(i) −Ĥ(i/j).
In other words it is the amount of uncertainty reduced when the subjects are split into groups defined by the categories of j. If the predictor explains the response perfectly, the conditional entropy is 0; that occurs when all the split groups, segments or nodes are " pure", i.e., when all the cases in a segment have identical values of the response.
It is known that CHAID operates on the two-way marginal tables using the chi-squared goodness of fit statistic. An alternative to test for marginal independence of the response and any of the variables (i j) would be to use the likelihood ratio test given by
is the expected frequency under the hypothesis of marginal independence. The G statistic is closely related to the reduction in the entropy
It is known that if i and j are independent i j, the statistic G M = 2NÎ(i/j) has a chi-squared distribution with (I − 1)(J − 1) degrees of freedom.
We can obtain an analogue result to test for conditional independence when we have a multi-way table. The entropy for the multi-way table considering the full tree is . This is the smallest uncertainty we can get when all the predictors are present.
If we collapse (or sum) over the categories of a predictor, for example j, the average entropy for the branches collapsed tree is . This is the amount of uncertainty left after eliminating the predictor j and should be higher than the uncertainty for the complete table because the information of j is no longer available. The amount of information lost by collapsing is then
Testing for conditional independence between the response and one of the predictors given the rest (i j/V \{j}) can help us to decide if the lost is statistically significant. The likelihood ratio statistics to test the hypothesis is
is the expected frequency under the conditional independence model, i.e., the expected frequencies in the two-way tables for i and j resulting for each combination of the categories of the rest of the variables. The G statistic is closely related to the change in the entropy
•jkl...
It is known that G C has a chi-squared distribution with (I − 1) (J − 1) KL . . . degrees of freedom.
Forward algorithm based on the concept of entropy
Using the results about the marginal independence, a forward algorithm can be defined. The algorithm is similar to the CHAID procedure except that uses the likelihood ratio to test for independence and entropy to evaluate the changes. The algorithm stars with the marginal distribution of the response and tries to explain the uncertainty of the responsê
• adding a predictor at each step. The procedure could be described as follows:
Step 0: The first node of segment includes all the subjects and the whole set V of predictors.
Step 1: Merging the categories. Merge the categories according to the type of predictor as in CHAID. Use the likelihood ratio test rather than the goodness of fit test.
Step 2: Searching for the best predictors to explain the response. For each segment or node, we calculate the amount of uncertainty explained by each available predictor j ∈ V
and an associated p-value from the statistic G M = 2NÎ (i\j). Some corrections for multiple comparisons may be needed as in CHAID.
Select the significant predictor with highestÎ (i\j) as the best predictor. If there are no significant predictors stop, otherwise select the significant predictor with highestÎ (i\j) as the best predictor.
Step 3: Splitting the node. Split the node according to the categories of the best predictor.
Step 4: For each new segment, reduce the set of predictors in one and go to Step 1 until no significant contribution is found.
It has to be noted that this forward algorithm has the same problems as classical CHAID concerning the collapsibility conditions. It has been described here as a basis for comparison to the proposed backward algorithm, detailed in the next section.
For more details, see Dorado (1998) [5] .
Backwards algorithm based on conditional independence and entropy
Using the previous results it seems to be adequate to use conditional rather than marginal independence to study a multi-way contingency table with a response variable. We describe the algorithm, and some of the results used to construct it, in the following paragraphs.
Step 1: The starting point is the whole multi-way table represented by the full tree with all the variables concatenated. Remember that the concatenation order is irrelevant, so the right concatenation will be used for each conditional independence contrast.
Step 2: Searching for the predictors independent from the response. The variables, not providing a significant increment in the entropyÎ (i\V {j}), are eliminated. The significance is established using the likelihood ratio test for conditional independence.
In case there are some candidates, the one with a bigger p-value is eliminated first and the process is repeated collapsing over the eliminated variable. Repeat the elimination until no predictor can be removed. This is based in the fact that if the response i is conditionally independent of j given V \{j} (i j/V \{j}), then it is possible to collapse over j to study the relation between i and V \{j}, then j can be removed.
Step 3: Searching for the best predictors. All the values for which the conditional independence is rejected are kept for analysis. The best predictor is the one having a higher significant increment of the entropy.
Step 4: Setting the order of the split. The order of the concatenation of the tree can be done according to the order of the increments, i.e., the best predictor is used for the first split, the next for the second and so on.
Step 5: Pruning the tree in partial branches. Having a conditional dependence for a particular predictor, means that the structure of each brand in the tree may not be the same. In this step we study each brand of the first split separately using the same procedure starting in Step 1. If the best predictor is j we have J new tables or branches Γ j=j = {i, j =j, k, l, m . . .}, j = 1, . . . , J to study. The procedure ends when no more pruning is possible.
Step 6: Studying the symmetric branches in the final tree. After repeating the previous steps as many times as necessary, we get a final tree where branches with the same structure can be found. In this case, simplifying by joining branches with a similar structure can be considered.
For full details, see Dorado (1998) [5] .
Example
We have applied the proposed algorithm to identify some socio-economic profiles of women handling irregular jobs, i.e., work in the underground economy which is not (totally or partially) declared for tax and social security purposes and does not observe the pay and conditions laid down by sectorial collective agreements. Due to the difficulties to identify people with irregular works, because it's clandestine, and the lack of previous studies in the area, a snowball sampling has been used. Snowball sampling is a special non-probability method used when the desired sample characteristic is rare. It may be extremely difficult or cost prohibitive to locate respondents in these situations. Snowball sampling relies on referrals from initial subjects to generate additional subjects. While this technique can dramatically lower search costs, it comes at the expense of introducing bias because the technique itself reduces the likelihood that the sample will represent a good cross section from the population.
The study has been carried out in Salamanca (Spain). Although Spanish government holds a large-scale study of the labour market, it does not have enough level of desegregation to study small areas. More details about the object and design of the study can be found in [7] The response variable is the regularity situation (regular or irregular). The predictors considered are Immigration (Immigrant or National), Activity Sector (Agriculture, Domestic Services, Clothes Manufacture, Small Shops, Hotel and Catering, Other), Marital Status (Single, Partnered, Divorced/Widowed), Age (< 30, 30 − 45, > 45) and Education (Primary, Secondary and College).
The multidimensional table containing all the predictors and the response has 324 combinations of categories of the predictors from which 214 (66.05%) have been observed. This is usual when dealing with high dimensional tables in which many of the combinations have a very low probability of been observed. The entropy for the initial table was 0.537.
The first step of the procedure consists in searching for the predictors that are independent from the response. The only variable that produces a non-significant increment in the entropy after collapsing is the marital status and consequently it is removed. The initial tree has then 4 predictors (Immigration, Activity Sector, Age and Education). The entropy of the table is 0.568. The second step is splitting the tree according to the categories of the best predictor. The following table shows the increment in the entropy, the likelihood ratio statistics and the associated p-values for the conditional independence tests after removing each predictor. The highest significant increment is for "Activity Sector", and this predictor is selected for the first split of the tree. The same procedure is applied to every branch of the tree. We do not describe the whole process because its length. Figure 3 shows the final tree. The entropy of the reduced tree, calculated as the weighted average of the entropy at each branch using the marginal probabilities as weights, is 0.586, i.e., we have an increment of 0,018 after reducing the tree from the original 108 to the 23 terminal nodes.
Observe, for example that the Activity sector "Agriculture" has produced a terminal node meaning that in this sector no other variable can significantly explain the behaviour of the response. In the "Domestic service", the Immigration Status provides additional information about the response: the immigrants have a percent of irregular jobs (71%) higher than the nationals (58%). The rest of the tree can be interpreted in the same way (see Figure 3) .
Using the terminal nodes as a rule for classification of the workers we obtain a 72% of the regular workers correctly classified and a 69% of the irregular; the overall percent of correct classification is 69% .
The tree permits obtaining a typology of the irregular workers: Works in the Agriculture and Domestic Services ; when she works in the Clothes Manufacture she has No or Primary Education; when she works in a small shop she has College Education and is an Immigrant; when she works in the Hotel & Catering Business, is young (< 30), and when is older (> 30) is also an Immigrant; for Other jobs the irregular worker is young (< 30) and with Primary Education or medium age (30-45) and Immigrant. In order to compare the proposed procedure to the classical, CHAID method has been used. Figure 4 shows the resulting tree. The entropy of the reduced tree is 0.596, we have an increment of 0,026 after reducing the tree from the original. The increment is higher than the increment for the backward procedure. The percent of correctly classified workers is now 67%.
The resulting tree (see Figure 4) is quite different from the previous one, it includes the variable Marital Status that was collapsed in the backwards procedure. The indices of goodness of fit (entropy lost and classification rate) are slightly worse, but the trees are not completely comparable because have different number of branches. Some further investigation to make the two trees comparable. Van Diepen & Franses [15] use bootstrap methods in CHAID.
